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The Southworth industrial Flush Mount Turntables are truly in a class by themselves.  The 
extremely low profile allows the turntable to be incorporated into the lift platform with only an 

increase of 7/8” to the lowered height of the lift. The extra heavy-duty components and 
assemblies that make up the flush mount turntable will provide years of dependable  

trouble-free service. They are available in capacities up to 4,000 lbs. for the  
43” diameter and 2,500 lbs. for the 20” diameter. 

 

Plant Engineering’s “Product of the Year” Gold Award Winner 
 
 Very low silhouette >>>>   Compact design maximizes useable working height  

for increased unit load capacity 
 
 Round design - no corners >>>>  The universal round turntable eliminates the need  

                                                                            for detents, stops and “home” position limitswitches  
                                                                        (especially in pit mounted applications) 

 
 Automatic rotation lock >>>>   When fully lowered, turntable has a positive,  

        self-engaging rotational lock every 10 degrees  
                                                                           

 Full diameter Baseplate >>>>   Most manufacturers use a small “one-size-fits- 
                                                                            all” baseplate. Southworth maximizes a full diameter  
                                                                             baseplate to maximize the spread across the load  
                                                                             bearings; it means less deflection and greater 
                                                                            stability even under eccentric loads                                                
  

 Oversized center pin >>>>   The oversized alloy center pin will take the abuse  
                                                                             when loading or off loading  

 
 Lubricated-for-life center pin bushing >>>> The unique dry lubricated Teflon lined bushing  

        provides smooth precise centering control  
 
 Protected load bearings* >>>>   Perimeter seal around turntable helps retard  

       dirt and foreign material from getting into load 
       bearings 
 
 One year parts and labor warranty >>>> One of the strongest warranties in the industry  

        and backed by the best reputation 
 
 
*72 BALL BEARINGS ON 43” DIAMETER MODELS AND 48 BALL BEARINGS ON 20” DIAMETER MODELS.  
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